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Abstract potential engineering advantages and to some extent on the

associated cost advantages. They have generally excluded
The characteristics and cost of solar electric propulsion (EP) user operational considerations and their associated cost

systems as a replacement for today's chemical propulsion implications. In this paper, which summarizes a Solar
(CP) systems have been examined for a 5-satellite Electric Propulsion Assessment conducted by The

geostationary constellation. Three applications were Aerospace Corporation and the Air Force Space and Missile
investigated: hold (orbital maintenance), move (on-orbit Systems Center[5], we will examine the operational impact
maneuver), and lift (orbit raising). A variety of existing or of solar electric propulsion (hereafter referred to simply as
likely CP and EP concepts were included. The total cost of EP) in a utility and cost effectiveness comparison with CP.
maintaining constellation availability above a required

minimum value for the lifetime of the constellation is the In particular we will compare CP and EP for orbital

metric for the comparison. Even though use of EP for on- maintenance (hold), on-orbit maneuver (move), and orbit

orbit hold and/or move increases the cost of the satellite, raising (lift) in the context of equatorial geosynchronous

substantial cost savings ($0.5B) over the life of the orbit (GEO) satellites. We will discover that some potential

constellation accrue due to the additional years of design life benefits cannot be specifically quantified and assessed

provided by EP. Integral-EP for lift offers additional cost because there are no operational requirements by which to

savings ($0.5B - $1B) through launch vehicle downsizing if make an assessment and because assessments are highly

on-orbit spares are needed to maintain the constellation at a satellite dependent.

required availability. These cost savings are achieved for

orbit transfer times ranging from three to seven months. If Our comparisons will be based on the effects of differences

satellite deployment time with CP is short enough to satisfy in CP and EP on the lifetime maintenance of a

the availability requirement without on-orbit spares, but the representative five-satellite constellation. This is possible

integral-EP option needs on-orbit spares, then the cost because many of the differences between CP and EP

savings with integral-EP is reduced and can vanish, potentially impact either launch system or satellite

However, with current launch vehicles, high constellation reliabilities. The impacts of reliability differences can be

availability can only be achieved with on-orbit spares. assessed by Generalized Availability Program (GAP)
computer analysis, which provides estimates (as a function

I. Introduction of reliability) of the numbers of launch vehicles and
satellites needed to support a constellation for a specified

There have been several studies in the past of the potential time. The concept of constellation availability-the fraction
benefits of solar electric propulsion vis-a-vis chemical of time a constellation meets a specified level of
propulsion (CP)[1-4]. These analyses have focused on performance--ensures that different systems are compared

doing equal jobs.
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vehicles. Similarly, we have selected propulsion concepts and the electric thruster options are:
whose performance has been demonstrated or should be
demonstrated in the near future. * Hydrazine arcjet: 600 sec Isp 34% efficiency

* Xenon Hall effect (stationary plasma): 1600 sec
We examine both expendable and integral electric orbit Isp, 50% efficiency
transfer vehicles (EOTVs) for orbit-raising. Both provide Xenon ion: 3800 sec Isp, 75% efficiency.* Xenon ion: 3800 sec Isp, 75% efficiency.
the payload with housekeeping functions during orbit
raising. Expendable EOTVs are discarded after orbit- The proposed DSCS Replenishment (DSCS-R) was chosen
raising, but the integral EOTVs (except for tanks and as the host satellite for detailed design and costing of the
thrusters) remain attached to the payload throughout its various on-orbit propulsion systems. This choice was made
mission and continue to provide the same housekeeping because it is representative of Air Force GEO satellites.
functions. Reusable EOTVs are not considered.

Our comparisons are based on EP Research, Development,
The chemical launch vehicles considered in this analysis Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) and CP and EP production.
are: The study's scope does not permit life-cycle cost

comparisons, especially with respect to differences in
* Delta 7920 nonproduction CP and EP lift operations costs. These
* Atlas HA operational cost differences are thought to be small, but are

* Atlas HAS difficult to estimate without a detailed concept of the
operational changes introduced by EP. (A high level of

* Near-Term Medium Launch Vehicle (NT-MLV)SNear-Term Medium Launch Vehicle (NT-MLV) satellite autonomy during lift helps to minimize the
based on past National Launch System (NLS)
studies for NLS-3 differences.)

* Titan IV in various configurations with IUS and We have attempted to provide the best actual or estimated
Centaur upper stages hardware costs consistent with the scope and duration of our

* Near-Term Heavy Launch Vehicle (NT-HLV) with study. Current booster and upper stage costs have been
an advanced cryogenic Top Stage (TS) based on past obtained from the System Program Offices. Expendable
NLS studies for NLS-2/TS. and integral EOTV RDT&E cost and production average

CP integral upper stages are: unit cost (AUC) estimates have been obtained from The
Aerospace Corporation Satellite Cost Model (SCM) for

* "Stretched" versions of the Integrated Apogee Boost designs based on different payload capability and orbit
System (IABS) used by the Defense SatelliteSS Defense a te transfer times. On-orbit CP and EP system costs have alsoCommunication System (DSCS).

been estimated with the SCM. All costs will be given in
EP upper stages are: FY 92 dollars.

* Expendable and integral EOTVs for Delta 7920,ne ad
Atlas IA, Atlas HAS, and NT-MLV. Performance and Cost

A. On-orbit (Hold and Move) Application
EP options for orbit-raising for both expendable and integral

EOTVs are: Hold for a geosynchronous satellite consists of north-south

* Hydrogen resistojet: 850 sec Isp. 70% efficiency station-keeping (NSSK), east-west station-keeping (EWSK),
and attitude control. The on-orbit propulsion system is used

* Hydrogen arcjet: 1000 sec Isp, 50% efficiency to null out perturbations in the satellite orbit and to orient

* Hydrogen arcjet: 1200 sec Isp, 45% efficiency. the satellite at the proper attitude. The hold application is
vital to the accomplishment of the satellite's mission, and

For the satellite on-orbit propulsion system, the chemical the amount of propellant allocated for hold dictates the
thruster options are: satellite's design life.

SHydrazine monopropellant: 200 sec Isp In the past geosynchronous satellites have needed to move
* Bipropellant: 300 sec Isp for operational reasons. These moves reposition satellites to

higher priority locations. Certainly a need to move satellites
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will continue, and in the future the need may increase, The other on-orbit propulsion systems have the same or less
especially if budget limitations restrict the number of space propellant because of the constant mass criteria. (Less
systems launched. propellant exists for the EP systems because of the addition

of power system mass.) Since the specific impulse is
Moves are made using the satellite's on-orbit propulsion higher, each of these other systems can supply additional
system to change the orbital period so that the satellite can AV capability.
"drift" to its new position. The satellite is either accelerated
or decelerated initially to change its semimajor axis (hence, The additional AV of each system can be used to provide
period), then decelerated or accelerated to change it back to some combination of additional years of hold and moves.
its original value. These maneuvers require a substantial These tradeoffs are shown in Fig. 1 for each of the
expenditure of on-orbit propellant. Since this propellant nonbaseline systems. The moves represented in this figure
would otherwise be available for the hold application, are 180-deg moves made at 5 deg/day. The results show
moving potentially shortens the satellite's life because of that any of the EP options (and even the bipropellant) can
premature propellant exhaustion. provide more than the required two moves.

100
We have estimated the relative effectiveness of both 1 1

on-orbit CP and on-orbit EP systems in balancing the o 80
competing demands of the hold and move applications. A
composite hold-and-maneuver application was defined in " 60 - Puma I """L'ge~ y _
terms of an estimated two required moves based on o
frequency of move-initiating events for a nominal life 40 ~ Ba3 o
satellite in our five satellite constellation. Using this
composite application, we can make meaningful " 20
comparisons of the different on-orbit propulsion concepts. z 0Mo nooo
We will fix the mass devoted to the on-orbit propulsion 00 10 20 30
system (hardware and propellant) and examine differences Years of station-keeping
in hold and move capability for each propulsion concept. pi

Fig. 1. Comparison of CP and EP for on-orbit maneuvering.
To facilitate making first-order designs of the different
on-orbit systems, we choose the DSCS-R satellite design as The SCM was used to estimate on-orbit CP cost for both
our host satellite. This satellite has a design mass of hydrazine and bipropellant systems and four electric
1466 kg (3232 Ibm), is estimated to cost $195M, and could systems: hydrazine arcjet, hybrid hydrazine arcjet/hydrazine
be launched to GEO with an Atlas IAS. chemical, stationary plasma, and ion. Both on-orbit CP and

EP RDT&E costs and average unit costs based on the first
For the EP designs, additional electric power has been added 20 production units are given in Fig. 2.
to the satellite to perform both hold and move. While for -so.
hold the satellite's batteries might provide adequate power, RDTAECOI| 12 0 Avr UnitCosl
these designs require additional power for moves if the 5o. .w0., - o.o- W mr. UI

payload is not to be powered down. While powering the "" - son M . S(k
30.0 - a.o

payload down may be feasible to some degree, the scope of - . s
this study did not allow us time to investigate this. We 20.0 17 0  

54

instead chose the conservative approach of adding power to a < 4.0 -
operate the EP system. lo.o-

The baseline on-orbit propulsion system is the 200-sec Isp .o.o -L - 0.o

hydrazine impulsive chemical system. The system provides !
5 2 1 m/s (1709 ft/s) of hold AV with no moves when fully
fueled with 342 kg (754 Ibm) of hydrazine. This enables ?  _ oPmopulson uerl typabout 11 years of baseline hold capability, which is also
maintained for the other on-orbit propulsion systems. Fig. 2. On-orbit CP and EP system RDT&E and averagemaintained for the other on-orbit propulsion systemsunit cost estimates for DSCS-R.
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B. Lift Application the housekeeping avionics are encapsulated within the
fairing. The initial park orbit for the EOTV is a 28.5-deg

The application of EP to lift (i.e., orbit transfer) results in inclined circular orbit with a minimum altitude of 200
flight profiles which are fundamentally different than CP nautical miles (nmi). The primary electric power source
orbit transfers. The thrust level of EP systems is dictated by candidate selected for the EOTV is a single-axis reflection
the available power. Mass considerations restrict the size of concentrator array with a multijunction Gallium Arsenide
the power subsystem to power levels on the order of tens of (GaAs) solar cell. The power density (ratio of end-of-
kilowatts. At these power levels, the thrust level of EP transfer output power to mass) of the array is projected at
systems is very low. These low thrust levels necessitate 60 W/kg. The Nickel Hydrogen (NiH2) battery is chosen as

flying a spiral transfer to geosynchronous orbit in contrast to the secondary electric power source. The batteries will
the Hohmann transfer used by CP systems. The transfer supply the housekeeping power required during eclipse.
time of high thrust CP systems is on the order of hours, The baseline propulsion for orbit transfer is generated by
whereas the transfer time of very low thrust EP systems is two hydrogen arcjets (one primary, one redundant).
on the order of months. (For completeness, it should be Hydrogen resistojets are also considered. The propulsion
mentioned here that a third type of transfer-the multiburn power will be processed by two power processing units
Hohmann-also exists and has been used by low thrust CP (PPUs) (one primary, one redundant). The PPUs and arcjets
systems. This transfer involves performing multiple perigee will be cross-strapped and switched via solid-stage
burns followed by multiple apogee burns with transfer times switching. Switching to the redundant unit will occur if a
on the order of weeks. For EP systems, the use of this failure is detected locally.
transfer is quite limited because the transfer time is typically
much longer than that for the spiral transfer.) The integral EOTV, unlike the expendable, remains with the

payload after orbit raising (tanks and thrusters excepted). In
The AV for the spiral transfer to geosynchronous orbit is addition to being an orbital transfer vehicle, it is a spacecraft
roughly 50% more than the Hohmann AV, but because the (i.e., bus) which provides housekeeping functions to the
specific impulse of EP systems is much higher than CP payload during orbit raising and on orbit. These functions
systems, the propellant required to fly the spiral with EP is include attitude determination and control; telemetry,
less than the CP propellant requirement. This propellant tracking, and control; and provision of electrical power.
savings is so substantial that even when the mass of the
additional power subsystem (which is sized to enable The launch reliabilities of current launch systems is 90% -
transfer times on the order of 6 months) is included, the EP 95% for the launch vehicles and 95% for the upper stages.
system provides much better payload capability than a CP For the future near-term launch concepts, the launch
system. This offers the potential for launch vehicle reliability is assumed to be 98% - 99% for the launch

downsizing. vehicles (NT-MLV and NT-HLV), and 99% for the upper
stages (future IABS and TS). The launch reliability of the

Of course, the potential cost savings offered by launch EOTV is assumed to be the same as that of the CP upper
vehicle downsizing is mitigated to some degree by the cost stage it replaces.
of the EP system and the cost to the total system inherent
with the spiral transfer (e.g., increased transfer time, The cost estimates for the launch vehicles and CP upper

VanAllen radiation exposure, thermal control, etc.). The stages are subject to numerous ground rules and

cost of the EP system can be effectively reduced by making assumptions. Table 1 lists the costs of the various

the EP systems integral with the satellite rather than configurations. The costs for the Delta 7920, Atlas IIA, and

developing an expendable EP transfer stage. The integral Atlas IIAS, which can be used with EOTV upper stages,
concept offers the benefits of more mission payload, less represent a 25% increase over the base cost. These

cost, and additional on-orbit power to the payload which can conservative estimates take into account potential
be used to provide rapid on-orbit move capability or to modifications required by the addition of EOTVs. (Note:

power additional payload functions. No formal studies have yet been done to determine the
extent of any necessary redesign work.) Only recurring

The EOTV will be launched from medium class launch costs are indicated in the table. Most of the RDT&E costs
vehicles. The EOTV stage will be inserted between the for current vehicles has already been expended. We assume
payload fairing and the second stage. The solar array and
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the RDT&E costs for the future near-term vehicles will be All costs lie in the range $44.4M to $94.7M. These costs
funded by other sources, are comparable with the CP upper-stage costs shown in

Table 1. We have not plotted RDT&E cost estimates. They

Table 1. Launch Vehicle Average Unit Production Cost range from approximately $147M for the low-end resistojet
(FY 92 $M) to S272M for the high-end 1200-sec arcjet.

LAUNCH VEHICE TOTALAUC(IM)
Tr IvSRMINus 171 The integral EOTV permits the elimination of satellite bus
Tm IV/SRMUWNUS 191

T= v/sRMiUSb 247 functions which duplicate those supplied by the EOTV.
Tmn rvsRMUIUS6  

260 Cost of hardware to provide these functions is a significant
Tmn.r/sMuMCe -m 429 portion of total bus cost. In the case of DSCS-R, forT=a IV1SRMUaCEn0mW 242

Trm7 ISRMSUBS -s 19 example, such hardware represents approximately 25% of
r sRMusaBso 211 the bus cost. Since the DSCS-R bus is about 50% of the
Del 7920wit EOV Mods 58 DSCS-R total satellite cost, the hardware in question
AlAIS A 59

A~nsMAAue 6 -- represents about 12% of the total satellite cost.
Atl 1 A with EOTV Mods 73
AI~sAS 64
AiL UABSe C 64 C. Satellite Launch Options
Allas IAS wth EOTV Mods 80
T-HLV (NLS-2) 109 Two specific examples will be presented of how EP could
NT-HLV/rS' 149

Wr-MLv (NLs3) 67 be incorporated into satellite programs. Using our previous
aSRMU = $12.96 Sca d UABS = S20M analytic and cost results, we will focus on comparative costsbiUS f $65M elABS=SIOM
CCent=41.9M fTop St= o0M for the DSCS-R and an Advanced Communication Satellite
W CARNING: Cmt esomawia VAjly 0w-

p d em o sda= 5s (COMSAT) to determine if EP offers potential cost savings

The cost estimates for the EOTV were obtained with the over exclusively CP launch systems. The Advanced

SCM, which is applicable to EOTV cost estimation because COMSAT is a hypothetical concept which was developed

the components of an EOTV are basically those of a by postulating future requirements.

satellite, but with emphasis on the electrical powersatellite, but with emphasis on the electrical power The design details and recurring costs for representative
subsystem. In Fig. 3 we have plotted estimated average unit DSCS-R configuraons are given in Table 2. The recurring

DSCS-R configurations are given in Table 2. The recurringcost (again averaged over the first 20 flight units) as a cost savings to the satellite in the integral EOTV case is
cost savings to the satellite in the integral EOTV case is

function of payload for the four launch vehicles and theS12% of the cost of the DSCS-R satellite less the additional
three EP thruster options. For each curve, the minimum f - ,

cost (about $7M) for the on-orbit EP system, which
payload (maximum cost) point corresponds to a 90-day orbit .

represents only a $16M savings. The expendable andtransfer time and the maximum payload (minimum cost) integral EOTVs are not cost competitive with the CP
integral EOTVs are not cost competitive with the CPpoint corresponds to a 270-day orbit transfer time. A 180-
transfer case because of the high cost of the EOTVs and the

day orbit transfer time yields about 75% of the payload modified launch vehicles. The recurring cost for the
modified launch vehicles. The recurring cost for theincrease obtained with the 270-day orbit transfer time.
on-orbit EP-only case is an additional $7M per satellite over

100 hydrazine CP. This is a small price to pay for the additional
9-- ~". !I ' capabilities it provides.

- -- NLS.3'A (SO)
0D D.KA Wnal (0000)

S80- A. *l wA.lOOm  _ There are also nonrecurring RDT&E and facility costs and
\-. ''launch vehicle modification costs associated with the EOTV

8 70 - .. cases. The RDT&E cost of the expendable and integral
"60 - '. - EOTVs are S161M and $158M, respectively. A very rough

S5 . " -"NLS- m 0) estimate of the nonrecurring Delta 7920 and Atlas IIAS
50- ' % 2. 1 cmo, launch vehicle and facility modification costs is $250M.

S" ...--- AU IIAS/A lt (1200)
;< '- NLS,-3Au (i2o) The nonrecurring cost savings to the satellite from using an

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 integral EOTV is $43M from a total satellite RDT&E cost
Payload mass, kg of $675M. The RDT&E cost for on-orbit EP only (shown in

Fig. 3. Average expendable EOTV unit cost as a function of Fig. 2)is not more than $40M. Compared to CP, this is an

payload for all launch vehicles and EP thruster types. additional $20M.
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Table 2. DSCS-R Launch Options. $387M for Atlas IA. The maximum additional RDT&E
cost for on-orbit EP is on the order of $20M.

oChm TEr .~b la2ul P I .amsr O~

L-.a. A. wr ra.v .MLV Drto =Dnao T-MLv AlsoWs Tra4LV Table 3. Advanced COMSAT Launch Options.
Droaffr am LB LSD L G Oam am
LV Qpadahy I* eff O ) 3705 45 0 4773 4773 96 3705 4300
LAminh e 02k ) 55 3 5 53 35 55 55 31 C T33" 3EW3 od5 l 3md E3 U.et Q.,
M linrmla ffoIl )t) 3215 321S 410 4604 4604 3217 3217 T * Am f TMaM . A er l 6HT.4V L A n' kA rT4.l V 6m. 9F-
SpKacnIaf W u rims (kg 1466 66 1446 189 1896 1466 1466 .MuI mAw 7m m .nLV5sm
-Paiod 417 487 47 417 487 47 417 D .mlf- am (3 1 l M 1n 1 C UD U D U 090 OU
-80 637 637 637 1284 1284 799 799 LVaM I 1 y .me 3pgaJ 63M 6M 74 M 9 4773 6"9 91 6 64 6M00
- m000t11 rpen 342 342 342 125 125 180 Igo 2a * 97i 97 97 9 l 7 97 l 97

TiMnV wdicV U 1749 1749 3164 2708 270 1749 1749 M-1*44ft 6 I 4 767n n16 441 I ) 6 1 1 *3 ml 2 23
-Dr.y mm 300 100 120 27 297 300 300 29- Al 6 I--- *a an X2 6222 416 2637 36 22 so n 13
-R pI

,
h

,  
1449 1449 I174 2411 2411 1449 1449 '-8 10 I 81 IM U0 0 g II04 Us

Towaerlniu 4I.p BIpp A a rH)6 6 R. s )B Blp. u -o u 2II2 0 41121 111 63l 1 I I8 121 311
-IPU ) 300 300 1200 I30 l50 300 300 TmWMchb 3459 . 01 449 2176 3706 37M 342 -

{limmmiamm Miw m e ammc n i im i~ -0 - wmD 111 m3 111 ni 5
-2.i.4 229 27n VIIIl 790 260 1929 Itm -1111 ''A 329 463 29 "75 2"

(t.mNiAV.(m ) 521 521 2221 2322 2522 4921 4 92.. 196 0 la 1 1 3 7 7 0
Mua oi w n l' i de314y) - - - 20 20 5 prl l I M 1 III |II MlIII l.) i l e a .W 4 %=
I1804ot-l M aulm - - - 10 10 90 900 -9(-MI A I2 3= 200 1 )10 3M1O 30 3
0-oM.t BOLpow kW) 1.4 1.4 1.4 14.4 144 2.2 L22 r 2m AV i 3 l322 22 123 10 3434 324 M039 01 3
IMriV l N. P tum rW - - I2.7 144 14 - - m esnl2e ga - - - - II 19 I9I I
-Trnufr 15.7 13.6 13.6 I25t4l .ill - - - - 3 1 0 8 o n
-HoOskeapi - 08 0. OMt680,p (tW L 1.7 1.7 2.7 2.7 194 I 96 19.6 4. 4.0

Tn f.rt Hi i.) 7 7 212 120 I20 7 7 5XVe0.,,W - . 20. 9.6 19. 19.6 -

L.Aunch ft lit ili y I) SKI 9 9Y 90. 99 9 1 ) .4 .S. 11 1 I t la

ToW r2inngn cor 92M) 269 272 305 287 29 276 279 T.mirl 4.I ) I 19 1 6 20 120 1210 I
- l*h6321n hc5k 64 67 58 5 67 4 67 La.%M6YWf )% 910 99 90 96 99 91 90 9
-T29hd 10 10 32 50 30 10 to Tela M og 360 29 297 37 49 26i 9 7 0
-Ssadi 195 I1 1I 5 179 179 202 202 - .tLc 191 to t o 67 a 71 67 II a

M0 411 1 365 1615 2 203 I I I I0 I-
1am Mmab uim 0 9 46 0 3 12 31 3I 137 2 20

The design details and recurring cost for representative

Advanced COMSAT configurations are presented in Table

3. In spite of being more massive than the DSCS-R, the cost IV. Constellation Availability
is less because the cost estimate assumes the acquisition will

be "streamlined" in a number of different areas. The A. Launch Strategies
integral EOTV on the Delta 7920 has the lowest recurring
cost due to the low cost of the Delta 7920 and cost savings Constellations of satellites are maintained by a combination

from the shared satellite bus. Both expendable and integral of replacement launches and on-orbit spares. Typically,

EOTVs compare favorably to the CP transfer case due to the replacement launch strategies are termed either "launch on

high cost of Titan IV. Regarding the future near-term schedule" or "launch on need" (frequently also referred to as

launch concepts, the NT-MLV with an integral EOTV has "launch on demand"). Neither of these terms accurately

the lowest recurring cost The recurring cost for the on-orbit describes today's operational practice. Additionally, the

EP-only case is approximately $10M additional per satellite analytic and operational communities assign different

over hydrazine CP. meanings to these terms. To avoid confusion we provide
working definitions to be used in the following discussion.

A $250M nonrecurring RDT&E and facility/launch vehicle
modification cost is assumed for the current launch vehicles In the context of this analysis, Launch on Schedule (LOS)

when used with an EOTV. means maintaining a constellation by launching replacement
satellites to a storage orbit according to a schedule. In its

The RDT&E cost of the expendable EOTV is S210M for the purest form, an LOS strategy does not make use of any
Atlas IAS and $212M for the NT-MLV. The total RDT&E constellation status data. The launch schedule is set before
cost delta between expendable EOTV and CP is on the order the first satellite is launched and blindly followed. It is quite
of $460M for the Atlas IIAS and $212M for the NT-MLV. possible to maintain a constellation using pure launch on

schedule, but it is wasteful in that many generally unneeded
The RDT&E cost for the integral EOTV is S164M for the spares must be launched and stored on orbit to counter
Delta 7920 and $190M for the Atlas IIA and NT-MLV. The ignoring constellation status information.
total RDT&E cost of the Advanced COMSAT is $846M,

$211M of which is for the bus. Cost savings to the satellite Launch on Need (LON) implies launch in reaction to an
resulting from an integral EOTV are 25% of $211M or event or situation. This strategy does not make use of
$53M. The total RDT&E cost delta between CP and on-orbit spares; replacement satellites are stored on the
integral EP is on the order of $361M for Delta 7920 and ground and directly launched to operational orbit when the
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need arises. It is not a pure concept Taken to the extreme, LOUr O

LON would mean instantaneous response to a need (i.e., a
zero deployment response time). In practice, LON might I I -s '4* 'P* n
represent response times encompassing hours or days so"-- . W."

(desired, but not currently achievable) to months or years -- O r O-
(the present norm). As used here, deployment response time vn.v Loos
includes the time from call-up to launch (i.e., the processing S ' " "

time), the orbit transfer time (i.e., lift time), and the on-orbit [, .dn ., l ,d.

check-out time (i.e., test time).
Sho Leanm ot OpWml

As defined above, LON does not make use of on-orbit v.vonos m oo

LOS Piwie l SMW
spares, whereas LOS has a variable number of them. The kn0"' -- --

0*b 0 W I7-10 2-4

strategy essentially practiced today contains elements of CW00 101 
d

er

both LON and LOS. This strategy replaces a failed
operational satellite with an on-orbit spare and then replaces L-s- ° M

HLV LONOS La mu I
the on-orbit spare with a satellite that has been stored on the 1 .- s I-
ground. Because a launch is in reaction to a need (to replace ,*h M 5,, I

an on-orbit spare) and not according to a schedule, this
strategy is defined as Launch on Need with On-orbit Fig. 4. GEO deployment and response timelines (MLV
Spares (LONOS). The LONOS strategy seeks to maintain a class payloads).
fixed number of satellites (both operational and spares) on
orbit, avoiding the large fluctuations in the number of spares B. GAP Methodology
which can result with LOS.

Many of the comparisons of CP and EP involve launch
Care must be taken to not confuse the distinction between system and satellite reliability. The Aerospace
"satellite deployment response time" and "satellite Corporation's Generalized Availability Program (GAP)

replacement response time." The LONOS or LOS strategy calculates the number of launch systems and satellites
makes use of on-orbit spares which, if they have rapid move required to maintain a satellite constellation at a fixed
capability, can result in very short satellite replacement performance level for a given time. This permits systems
response times. Since the LON strategy does not make use with different reliabilities (but performing the same job) to
of on-orbit spares, the satellite replacement response time is be compared on the basis of hardware procurement costs.
equal to the deployment response time.

All on-orbit satellites will eventually fail. They may fail
The time from call-up to launch (processing time) of future from random component failures or because of "predictable"
near-term launch vehicles is envisioned to be much shorter failures from causes such as mechanical wearout, electrical
than that of today's current launch vehicles. This decrease system degradation, or depletion of working fluids (e.g.,
would yield a corresponding decrease in the deployment on-orbit propulsion propellant). These latter failures are
response time. Of course, much more than just the launch known as truncation failures since they abruptly end the
vehicle is involved in determining the time from call-up to satellite's life. The frequently used phrase "satellite design
launch. Thus, even if a future near-term launch vehicle is life" is equivalent to satellite life as determined by
developed which is capable of a 30-day reaction time, a truncation. We can conveniently think of truncation failures
launch in 30 days will be possible only if there is a change as being "predictable" within a narrow time interval which
in the way satellites are maintained and checked out prior to can be modeled as a specific time.
call-up.

A satellite will have a mean mission duration (MMD) (i.e.,
Much of the above discussion is shown with the response average life) given by the time integral of the reliability
timelines in Fig. 4. Where two times are given separated by from zero to the truncation time. If the satellite's truncation
a slash, the longer times apply to current launch vehicles occurs earlier or later, the satellite's MMD correspondingly
and the shorter times apply to new launch vehicles. Note increases or decreases.
that these response timelines assume MLV class payloads.

7
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In brief, the GAP model takes as input the specification of a With a chemical launch system, the deployment response

constellation (the number of its operational satellites and time is essentially the sum of the launch processing time and

spares), various satellite launch and operational reliabilities, the on-orbit checkout time.

and certain times needed to perform satellite replacements. 1.0
From these inputs the model determines the average and 0.99 lo "

0.98
minimum availability of the constellation for any satellite 0.97 * -t

production schedule. By intelligently varying the 0.96 --C. -

production schedule in a series of runs and interpolating on 0.94 -
the results, the analyst can determine the schedule (hence 0.93 - '"--s

= 0.92 eg e s...
numbers) necessary to produce a predetermined availability. 0.921 - \ -

0.90- \

C. Constellation Availability Parametrics 0.a8 - a  "  ---1o 4,, 0

0.87 - \M -- "" Id

The GAP analysis is based on a five-satellite constellation 0.- 30 90 120 1o50 210 240 270 300 330 30 390
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390

with a lifetime (including establishment) of 15 years. Using Deploymr time, dapy

this constellation, two types of analyses were performed.this constellation, two types of analyses were performed. Fig. 5. Average constellation availability for nominal life
For specified numbers of on-orbit spares and total deployed satellites with 8.5-year design life.
satellites over the constellation lifetime, the first type
determined the average availability as a function of Our Deployment and Response Timelines in Fig. 4 showed
deployment time, on-orbit spare response time, and launch that currently the on-orbit checkout and test time is on the
system reliability. Then, for a specified minimum order of 50 days. This would leave 10 days for launch
availability, the change in the number of deployed satellites processing if a 60-day response time was required. A
was determined as a function of deployment time and requirement for 30 days launch processing time would leave
satellite MMD and design life. Response timelines were 30 days for on-orbit checkout, which may be achievable in
varied to encompass the ranges shown in the Deployment the future. The conclusion we are left with, though, is that
and Response Timelines of Fig. 4 for both LON and deployment response times for future near-term systems
LONOS launch strategies with EP and CP. may be on the order of 2 months, but probably not much

lower. Assuming 90% launch reliability, this would result
We have assumed that truncation failures are predictable in

in a minimum average availability of about 92% with LON.
advance, but that random failures are not predictable. The LON.

time before failure at which truncation predictions can be An additional approach for increasing the average
made in the GAP model is taken to be the time needed to availability with a LON strategy is to increase the launch
replace the satellite. The effect of random failures on system reliability. Current systems have a launch reliability
constellation availability can only be buffered by on-orbit of 90%, 95% for the LV and 95% for the upper stage.
spares. Conceivably, a future launch system may achieve 98%, 99%

for the LV and 99% for the upper stage. With a deployment
We have assumed that satellites, launch vehicles, and launch

pads are always available for launch when needed after response time on the order of 60 days, this would increase
pads are always available for launch when needed afterconstellation establishment. A launch interval of 4 months the average availability to 95%. This would appear to be the
constellation establishment. A launch interval of 4 months

upper bound for future near-term systems with a LON
is assumed during the establishment period.

strategy.

The results of the first type of analysis are depicted in Fig 5.r a e o i t. Note that another advantage of increasing the launch
Nominal life satellites having an MMD of 7 years with a

ign life of 8.5 yars and launch riabiiis of 9% and reliability to 98% is that one less satellite is required to
design life of 8.5 years and launch reliabilities of 90% and maintain the average availability at the higher value of 95%.
98% are considered. Since current lift systems have about a
90% launch reliability and deployment time is on the order If average availabilities greater than 95% are required, then
of 3 to 4 months, we see from Fig. 5 that if a LON strategy a LONOS or LOS strategy with on-orbit spares will
is used, average availability would be about 90% and could probably be required. With LONOS or LOS, the response
only be increased if the deployment response time is time is the time it takes the spare to move into operational
decreased and/or the launch vehicle reliability is increased. position. The results show the average availability is quite

8
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insensitive to response time with LONOS. A 7-day advantage of only one satellite for delaying truncation

response as opposed to a 30-day response yields only about 2 years. This imbalance can be explained by two factors:

0.5% increase in the average availability.
SThe decreasing reliability of the satellite with time

means the 2-year truncation delay increases satellite
This insensitivity is because our availability is not an es th a tr a eay increases satit
instantaneous value, but an average over the period from

constellation establishment to death. During a crisis the * The constellation is maintained the fixed time of

instantaneous or, perhaps, daily-averaged availability would 15 years.

probably be of paramount interest. If this type of 5  Nnam:7yrUMDowe.syrgn
availability is the metric, we would anticipate that shorter 4 Extndd we: 10 yr MMD with 12 yr deoign

\ 90% Launch reliability, 90% Minimum availability

response times made possible by rapid move rates would Z Al deployment anO(TD) uptw rindicat

have a much greater impact on the availability. This is a _ 2

topic which should be investigated. 1 1 ii consU
0-

Instead of response time, we see that the average availability ..

using LONOS is much more influenced by the number of . r

on-orbit spares and deployment time. With one on-orbit Ededd A-3- St~ ", .t

spare, a deployment time on the order of 210 to 240 days (7 .4
to 8 months) yields an average availability of 95%if launch U TD > 75days

reliability is 98% and 90% if launch reliability is 90%, e 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

which is comparable to the apparent upper bound for future Dein Life (rruncaton Time), yea

near-term systems and current systems, respectively, with Fig. 6. Design life influence on the number of satellites

LON. This deployment time would be achievable by a required to maintain a constellation.
near-term EOTV traveling from LEO to GEO in 5 to

6 months. With deployment times of 60 days or less and a The 15-year fixed constellation maintenance time is very

98% launch reliability, average availabilities of 99% can be important. A 2-year acceleration in the nominal 8.5-year

achieved. This is an additional 4% as compared to the LON truncation means that every satellite will fail no later than

case. The cost, however, is two additional satellites, i.e., 15 6.5 years after becoming operational. Thus, at a minimum,

instead of 13. three satellites (the original plus two replacements) will be
needed for every position in the constellation. On the other

We can use Fig. 5 to determine the required total number of hand, delaying the truncation to 10.5 years is far less

satellites and required maximum deployment time to significant because the extra 2 years does not similarly

maintain the constellation at a required minimum average interact with the 15-year constellation maintenance time to

availability. Referring to the horizontal line at 96% reduce the number of satellites needed.
availability, the deployment times at which the curves drop

below the line indicate when transitions from valid sections The extended life case (nominal truncation 12 years) shows

of the curves are made. Thus we find that 13, 15, and 18 a similar, but opposite effect. Here the 2-year acceleration

satellites must be deployed for deployment times from 0 to (10-year truncation) does not interact strongly with the

50 days, 50 to 180 days, and 180 to 360 days, respectively. 15-year constellation maintenance time, but the 2-year delay

The required maximum orbit transfer time can be (14-year truncation) somewhat does. Thus, 10-year

determined by taking the values of processing time and truncation costs an additional satellite, but 14-year

checkout time from the Deployment and Response truncation saves two satellites (if deployment time exceeds

Timelines in Fig. 4 and subtracting them from the required 45 days).

maximum deployment time.
These results strongly indicate that satellite savings or losses

Figure 6 shows the effect of varying the satellite's MMD attributed to changing the time of truncation can only be

and design life (truncation time). Looking at the nominal evaluated properly if the constellation's termination mode is

life case in Fig. 6 shows that there is a penalty of four known. We have modeled the constellation as ending

satellites for accelerating truncation by 2 years, but an abruptly when its replacement constellation begins
functioning. A different answer would be found if the

9
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replacement constellation is phased in as the old Tables 2 and 3 show that on-orbit EP and integral-EP

constellation is phased out. There is no hard and fast rule as designs have substantial on-orbit AV capability which

to which type of transition is used, but the decision may enables many high-rate moves or additional hold capability

depend upon ground-facility compatibility. A block change (Fig. 1). Since the CP satellite design, which is the basis for

might cause results similar to sudden termination if satellites our comparison, does not have this amount of on-orbit AV

from the old block were simply abandoned when the new capability, a fair comparison would require the CP satellite

block satellites were introduced, design be "devalued" relative to the on-orbit EP and
integral-EP satellite designs.

As shown earlier, by converting an on-orbit CP system to an

on-orbit EP system, the station-keeping lifetime could easily Requirements which specify the number and rate of on-orbit

be extended from 8.5 to 15 years or more with no increase moves do not currently exist. Requirements do exist,

in satellite mass. Taking advantage of this capability would however, for satellite design life. Our CP satellite baseline

help reduce the total number of satellites needed to maintain has a design life of 10.5 years, which yields an MMD of

a constellation. 8.1 years. If we allocate all the maneuver AV of the on-orbit
EP and integral-EP satellites to the hold function, the design

V. Cost for Required Constellation Availability lives of these EP satellites will easily exceed the required
constellation lifetime of 15 years. Based on Fig. 6, we

With the stack (i.e., launch vehicle, transfer vehicle, estimate that an increase in the design life of nominal life
satellite) cost required to place a payload into GEO and the satellites from 10.5 to 15 years yields a corresponding
constellation availability results, we can now perform a total decrease of two satellites needed to maintain the
cost assessment of maintaining constellation availability constellation for 15 years. From Fig. 5 we see that for a
above a required minimum value for launch options with specified availability, this two satellite reduction for the EP
either CP, on-orbit EP, or integral-EP. If the launch option options mitigates the two satellite increase (resulting from
is a system which uses EP, additional nonrecurring costs are the addition of an on-orbit spare) caused by the long EP
included for EOTV RDT&E and for launch facility and deployment times.
launch vehicle modifications if current launch systems are

being considered. Figures 7 and 8 present the EP cost savings relative to CP
for the DSCS-R and the Advanced COMSAT. For both

The integral-EP designs shown in Tables 2 and 3 are point satellites, the cost savings for on-orbit EP is about S0.5B
designs and are capable of a specific orbit transfer time. and is due to the two-satellite reduction in the total number
These designs were modified to accommodate different of satellites needed to maintain the constellation.
orbit transfer times while keeping the payload mass 2500 I I I
constant. An upper mass limit was adhered to so that the lift 200 - Integral EP
capability of the launch vehicle would not be exceeded. The 200 On-orbit EP
costs of the designs were also determined through proper 6 1500 -
scaling of the information portrayed in Fig. 3. 1000 Current Ls Future LVs

1l 1000 -
The constellation availability results cannot be used directly 500 -
because they are based on a satellite design life of 8.5 years, o 0

whereas the stack costs are based on a satellite design life of C.\
approximately 10.5 years. Fig. 6 shows the sensitivity of -500

the total number of satellites needed to maintain a required -1000
availability over the life of the constellation with respect to 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100

the satellite design life. An increase in the satellite design Required availability, %

life from 8.5 to 10.5 years decreases the total number of Fig. 7. Cost comparison of launch options for DSCS-R with
satellites by one. (This sensitivity is for a launch reliability EP satellite design life greater than CP satellite design life.
of 90%; we assume this sensitivity remains valid if the

launch reliability is 98%.) Thus, we modify Fig. 5 for Regarding lift. Fig. 7 confirms what is evident in Table 2,
satellites with design lives of 10.5 years by reducing the there is no launch vehicle downsizing opportunity for
total number of satellites shown by one. DSCS-R. However, Fig. 8 indicates that for the Advanced
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COMSAT, an appreciable cost savings results from integral- enabling a less expensive launch vehicle to be used. These
EP because a less expensive launch vehicle can be used. cost savings are achieved for orbit transfer times ranging
The cost savings relative to CP for integral-EP is about from three to seven months.
S1.5B for current launch vehicles and ranges from S0.5B to
$1B for future near-term launch vehicles. Relative to on- If satellite deployment time with CP is short enough to
orbit EP, though, integral-EP yields a smaller cost savings -- satisfy the availability requirement without on-orbit spares,
S1B for current launch vehicles and S0.5B for future near- but the EP option needs on-orbit spares, then at least two
term vehicles if required constellation availability is additional satellites are needed to maintain the constellation

between 96% and 98%. with EP and the cost savings is reduced. The cost savings
2500 1 can vanish if the cost for the additional number of satellites

2 2000 - Current LVs - Integral EP and launch vehicles needed for the EP option exceeds the

6 9 -a- On-orbit EP cost savings which were obtained by downsizing to a less
6 1500 - '-o - - expensive launch vehicle. However, with current launch

CD Future LVs ]
. 1000 -- vehicles, high constellation availability can only be achieved

S 500 with on-orbit spares.
. 500-
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